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DESTRUCTIVE FEDERAL DECENTRALIZATION

David Fontana*

ABSTRACT

This Article—written for a symposium hosted by the William & Mary Bill of Rights Journal—focuses on the efforts by the Trump administration to relocate federal officials outside of Washington to reduce the capacity of the federal government. Federalism and the separation of powers are usually the twin pillars of structural constitutional law. Locating federal officials outside of Washington—federal decentralization—has been an additional tool of diffusing power that has started to gain some scholarly attention. These debates largely focus on structural constitutional law as constructive—as improving the capacity and operation of the federal and state governments. The power to diffuse becomes the power to democratize because more types of officials subject to more types of forces are empowered. There is another means of viewing these principles: as destructive rather than constructive. The power to diffuse becomes the power to destroy.

The Trump administration used federal decentralization in this destructive way. It attempted to reduce the number of officials who know how the federal government operates, with only minimal benefits in return. In the shorter term, these destructive efforts will be costly to reverse, thereby disabling important federal offices. In the longer term, it means that federal decentralization will not be associated with the Federal Reserve Bank or the lower federal courts, but with “drain the swamp.”

* Samuel Tyler Research Professor of Law, George Washington University School of Law. My thanks to Tara Grove and the editors of the William & Mary Bill of Rights Journal for their invitation to the symposium and for persisting with the symposium even in the midst of a pandemic.

2 See infra note 17 and accompanying text.
3 See, e.g., Fontana, supra note 1, at 729–35.
4 See Dave Owen, Regional Federal Administration, 63 UCLA L. Rev. 58, 91–92 (2016) (discussing a study of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ decentralized regulatory program and the effectiveness of its implementation).
6 See id. (highlighting the association between “drain the swamp” and “decentralizing the operations of the federal government by spreading its officials more widely around the country”).
INTRODUCTION
Constitutional law is often divided, broadly speaking, into two big categories: rights and structure. The constitutional law of rights addresses the relationship between individuals and their federal or state governments, while structural constitutional law addresses the relationship between federal and state institutions of government. Federalism and the separation of powers are the twin pillars of structural constitutional law. James Madison described these principles as combining together to provide “double security” safeguarding the American constitutional experiment. Scholars have responded to Madison’s view and debated the various forms of security these two principles provide and which forms matter more or less.

Locating federal officials outside of Washington has been an additional tool of diffusing power for several hundred years. The President and the Congress were purposefully located in separate parts of Washington when the capital was moved there so that they would “eye each other with Constitutionally ordained respect and...

---

7 This bifurcation goes at least as far back as the debate at the Founding regarding the necessity for a bill of rights given a Constitution identifying the basic structure of government. See, e.g., The Federalist No. 84, at 513–15 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961) (“I go further and affirm that bills of rights, in the sense and to the extent in which they are contended for, are not only unnecessary in the proposed Constitution but would even be dangerous. They would contain various exceptions . . . .”).

8 For a discussion of how the American republic’s federal system divides power and provides checks between the state and the federal government, see The Federalist No. 51, at 323 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961).

9 See id.; see also Fontana, supra note 1, at 735.

10 See The Federalist No. 51, supra note 8, at 323 (James Madison).

11 For a discussion of the current literature and what the author considered an additional, largely neglected security consideration, see Fontana, supra note 1, at 729.

12 See id. at 730–31.
More than two hundred years later, regional banks of the Federal Reserve Bank, lower federal courts, and even the Centers for Disease Control count as important parts of the federal government located outside of Washington. Scholars in the past few years have started to focus on this federal decentralization as an important dimension of structural constitutional law.

These debates largely focus on structural constitutional law as constructive—as improving the capacity and operation of the federal and state governments. The power to diffuse becomes the power to democratize because more types of officials, subject to more types of forces, are empowered.

There is another means of viewing these principles: as destructive rather than constructive. The power to diffuse becomes the power to destroy.

Destructive structural constitutional law has shorter- and longer-term effects. In the shorter term, destructive efforts are costly to reverse. Reallocation of power among federal and state governments is difficult to achieve because of the many procedural and political barriers characterizing the American system. The bad policy will be the harm that keeps on giving, because it is difficult to undo the harm.

In the longer term, destructive efforts constitute a form of unilateral constitutional (mis)appropriation. These efforts are usually highly salient, and therefore widely known. Their destructive nature makes them provocative and polarizing.

---


14 See, e.g., Sarah Binder & Mark Spindel, Monetary Politics: Origins of the Federal Reserve, 27 STUD. AM. POL. DEV. 1, 1–2 (2013) (discussing the creation of regional banks); see also H.R. REP. No. 63-69, at 12 (1913) (“In the United States, with its immense area, numerous natural divisions, still more numerous competing divisions, and abundant outlets to foreign countries, there is no argument either of banking theory or of expediency which dictates the creation of a single central banking institution, no matter how skillfully managed, how carefully controlled, or how patriotically conducted.”).

15 See Judiciary Act of 1789, ch. 20, § 2, 1 Stat. 73, 73 (creating geographically defined lower federal courts).


18 See sources cited supra note 17.

19 See Fontana, The Narrowing of Federal Power, supra note 17, at 729.

20 See Fontana, supra note 1, at 743–45 (discussing early debates to decentralize the federal government).

21 See id. at 731.

22 See J.M. Balkin, Ideological Drift and the Struggle over Meaning, 25 CONN. L. REV.
The end result is that one political party is widely known as the supporter of the structural principle that was used for destructive ends, and the other political party becomes excessively opposed to the principle. The debate about these principles becomes unduly political and pointless. The party opposed to the principle fails to leverage the principle for their own desired ends.

It is a separate question why officials might pursue policies that are less constructive and more destructive. Sometimes it might be accidental. Other times it might be more in bad faith. These efforts are often done for reasons other than a concern for structural constitutional law, so such efforts usually feature a lack of candor.

While there has been substantial focus on how the administration of President Donald J. Trump (mis)handled federalism and separation of powers, there has been little meaningful discussion of how it handled federal decentralization. Its allies in Congress proposed relocating ninety percent of Washington officials in the next few years. Its leaders in the executive branch successfully relocated important officials to Grand Junction, Colorado and Kansas City, Missouri.

These efforts were broad in their nature but singular in their focus: they were an attempt to undermine existing federal officials in Washington, without any reason to believe they would provide the benefits that follow from successful efforts at

869, 870–71 (1993) (discussing how the two prominent American political parties tend to take opposite views on important issues).

See id. at 871 (“[L]egal ideas and symbols will change their political valence as they are used over and over again in new contexts. This description envisions an idea or symbol changing its political significance over time while its content is held constant. Nevertheless, we know that meaning is equally dependent on context.”).

See id. at 872–73.

See, e.g., id. at 874.

For a landmark treatment of these issues, see generally David E. Pozen, Constitutional Bad Faith, 129 Harv. L. Rev. 886 (2016). Bad faith can have an objective component focused “on the fairness or reasonableness” of the conduct. Id. at 893. It can also have a subjective component focused on “the use of deception to conceal or obscure a material fact, a malicious purpose, or an improper motive or belief.” Id. at 892.

For a brilliant discussion of these concepts, see Micah Schwartzman, Judicial Sincerity, 94 Va. L. Rev. 987, 992 (2008) (“Sincerity, on this view, requires correspondence between what people say, what they intend to say, and what they believe.”). This author further asserts that “[e]ven a speaker who means what she says may not say everything necessary for her to be considered candid.” Id. at 994.


See generally infra Part III (discussing decentralization by the Trump administration).
federal decentralization.\footnote{For a description of some national systems that have used decentralization successfully in their countries, see Fontana, \textit{supra} note 1, at 758--59.} In the near future, this means that important offices of the federal government have lost talented people that even a later, sympathetic administration will have a difficult time rehiring. In the longer term, it means that federal decentralization will not be associated with the Federal Reserve Bank or the lower federal courts, but with “drain the swamp.”\footnote{See Fontana, \textit{supra} note 5.}

\noindent I. CONSTRUCTIVE AND DESTRUCTIVE STRUCTURAL CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Passions about constitutional rights often run deep and motivate public officials to take action to protect or limit these rights.\footnote{For instance, by deciding in \textit{Planned Parenthood v. Casey} to reaffirm the “essential holding” of \textit{Roe v. Wade}, the Supreme Court made it clear that problematic future regulations would be those that had “the purpose or effect of placing a substantial obstacle in the path of a woman seeking an abortion of a nonviable fetus.” \textit{Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey}, 505 U.S. 833, 877, 880 (1992) (minority and majority opinions) (emphasis added).} Structural constitutional law is different. Structural constitutional law is more often a means to another end. Even controversial constitutional disputes surrounding structural issues are controversial because they ultimately appear to be about rights and not structure.\footnote{For an example of this phenomenon, see generally NFIB v. Sebellius, 567 U.S. 519 (2012), which was nominally about the Commerce Clause but really seemed to be more of a case about rights. \textit{See also} Peter J. Smith, \textit{Federalism, Lochner, and the Individual Mandate}, 91 B.U.L.R EV. 1723, 1725 (2011) (explaining how Affordable Care Act litigation was more about the claim “that the government lacks authority to regulate certain personal decisions or actions, because those decisions or actions are for the individual, and only the individual, to make or take”).} This means that evaluating efforts to diffuse power often involves assessing incidental or side effects rather than main effects.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{Casey}, 505 U.S. at 877 (minority opinion) (stating that the side effect of the statute in \textit{Planned Parenthood v. Casey} needed to be analyzed in addition to the primary focus on unborn life because of the obstacle created “in the path of a woman’s choice”).} And an incidental or side effect can sometimes make the federal government worse off, rather than better off.

A. The Categories

Federalism and the separation of powers are broad principles encompassing many discrete textual rules and doctrinal trajectories.\footnote{For helpful criticisms of the breadth of these areas of doctrine, see generally John F. Manning, \textit{Separation of Powers as Ordinary Interpretation}, 124 HARV. L. REV. 1939 (2011) (discussing “a freestanding separation of powers doctrine” as a problem for judicial discretion); John F. Manning, \textit{Federalism and the Generality Problem in Constitutional Interpretation}, 122 HARV. L. REV. 2003, 2037--45 (2009) (arguing that federalism is also a broad concept that generates judicial discretion in deciding cases).} Each principle has been presented
as improving the capacity of the federal and state governments not in a single way, but in multiple different ways.\textsuperscript{37} Some of the goals that these principles are meant to further can be more desirable than others, or more achievable than others.\textsuperscript{38} For instance, some promoting federalism focus more on its potential to empower local minorities.\textsuperscript{39} Others focus more on its ability to encourage experimentation.\textsuperscript{40} One could be a skeptic of federalism’s capacity to incentivize experimentation,\textsuperscript{41} but a believer in federalism’s capacity to incentivize broad participation in government, or vice versa.\textsuperscript{42} If one had to trade off among these ambitions of federalism, perhaps they would prioritize experimentation and sacrifice some participation, or vice versa. These are disagreements that arise within the concept and the community of those using structural principles to create and generate governmental capacity to do good and to do well.\textsuperscript{43}

But structural principles can also be destructive, and destructive enough that some countries have entirely rejected them.\textsuperscript{44} Neither federalism nor the separation of powers even the narrower, clause-bound examples of federalism and the separation of powers are still presented as furthering broad—but not entirely identical—principles. See \textit{Immigr. & Naturalization Serv. v. Chadha}, 462 U.S. 919, 944–46 (1983) (mentioning “the fact that a given law or procedure is efficient, convenient, and useful in facilitating functions of government” as relevant considerations, but not determinative ones, in interpreting bicameralism and presentment). This is not just about the level of generality at which these principles are understood, although it is true that a higher level of generality might make disagreements broader and deeper.


\textsuperscript{38} See infra notes 41–44 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{39} See, e.g., Heather K. Gerken, Foreword: \textit{Federalism All the Way Down}, 124 HARV. L. REV. 4, 7 (2010) (“[T]he conventional image of federal-state relations . . . is a model built on the notion that the best way to protect minorities is to give them an exit option—the chance to make policy in accord with their own preferences, separate and apart from the center.”).

\textsuperscript{40} See \textit{New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann}, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (“[O]ne of the happy incidents of the federal system [is] that a single courageous State may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country.”).


\textsuperscript{42} See Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 458 (1991) (“This federalist structure of joint sovereigns . . . assures a decentralized government that will be more sensitive to the diverse needs of a heterogeneous society; it increases opportunity for citizen involvement in democratic processes . . .”).

\textsuperscript{43} See Galle & Leahy, supra note 41, at 1335 (stating federalism’s purpose is to “better mankind”).

\textsuperscript{44} See, e.g., Steven G. Calabresi, \textit{Does Institutional Design Make a Difference?}, 109 NW.
always achieves positive results. Federalism is a controversial feature of constitutional design, one not accepted by every major constitutional democracy. A presidential system like that featured in the American separation of powers has been rejected by most countries in favor of a parliamentary or semi-presidential system.

However, these structural principles are core to the American constitutional system, rather than rejected by it. These principles have been legitimated over many hundred years in the American system. That leaves an opening: federal officials can use these principles to destroy the federal government. The same concerns that led countries like the United Kingdom and France to reject these principles entirely can be used by actors in the American system to harm the capacity of the federal government rather than to help it.

These destructive situations are to be distinguished from situations in which officials disagree about the desirability of different magnitudes of the good results that structural principles are meant to provide. Some might think that a little state or local participation is good, others that a lot of state and local participation is good. But there is still a shared goal to use the structural principle to build rather than to destroy.

Consider, for instance, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, and the many debates about how much of that landmark statute should be implemented by the federal government and/or state governments. There were disagreements about how much the federal government should do by itself, how much it should do with the state governments, and how much it should just fund the state governments to do directly.

U. L. Rev. 577, 583 (2015) (describing how the U.S. has a more decentralized system than countries such as Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico).

45 See id. at 578–79.
46 See id. at 583 (“The U.S. federal government is also enormously more powerful than the centralized, national governments of France, Japan, Italy, Turkey, Indonesia, and South Korea.”).
48 See id. at 108.
49 See Calabresi, supra note 44, at 599.
50 See id. at 582–83, 588, 591 (highlighting the different issues that arise given the number of units into which a federal system is divided).
51 This is usually how the situation manifests in the United States. Political figures engage in constant switches in their positions on federalism and separation of powers. See generally Eric A. Posner & Cass R. Sunstein, Institutional Flip-Flops, 94 Tex. L. Rev. 485 (2016). But that means they are disagreeing about how much and when to employ these principles, not because they are using these principles to destroy the federal government.
54 See Metzger, supra note 53, at 1765–67.
These disagreements, though, are centered on the best way to make federalism work, not on the surest way to make federalism fail.\textsuperscript{55}

The constructive and destructive potential of these principles are often mirror images of one another. Karl Llewellyn wrote “one of the most celebrated law review articles of all time”\textsuperscript{56} about how the canons of statutory construction canceled each other out, with one principle often being contradicted by another.\textsuperscript{57} Likewise, structural constitutional principles such as federalism or the separation of powers often generate dynamics that can either be really good or—for the exact same reasons—really bad.

\textbf{B. Double Security or Double Insecurity?}

The diffusions of power that have made federalism and separation of powers so central to the American experience are also why they can be used to destroy the best parts of the American experience. Consider, first of all, the arguments surrounding federalism. Federalism can facilitate policy experimentation.\textsuperscript{58} Because there are more jurisdictions creating rules, there are more opportunities to create new and different rules.\textsuperscript{59} The frequency of experimentation might be less than is often assumed,\textsuperscript{60} but it is still meaningful.\textsuperscript{61}

But experimentation can be another word for chaos. The more different rules that jurisdictions are employing, the more different rules that individuals and firms have to learn about and follow.\textsuperscript{62} Consider how much that complicates efforts like creating a single national market.\textsuperscript{63}

Federalism can ensure access to power for a broader range of political communities.\textsuperscript{64} More levels of government mean more institutions and individuals to try to

\textsuperscript{55} See, e.g., \textit{supra} note 53 and accompanying text (discussing the elements of federalism and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act).


\textsuperscript{58} See New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (“[T]he happy incident[ ] of the federal system [is] that a single courageous State may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{59} See Arizona v. Evans, 514 U.S. 1, 8 (1995) (encouraging the view taken by Justice Brandeis in \textit{Liebmann}).

\textsuperscript{60} See Galle & Leahy, \textit{supra} note 41, at 1346–61; Rose-Ackerman, \textit{supra} note 41, at 603–05.


\textsuperscript{62} See Wiseman, \textit{supra} note 53, at 1723–24.

\textsuperscript{63} See, e.g., Gen. Motors Corp. v. Tracy, 519 U.S. 278, 299 (1997) (discussing a “fundamental objective” of part of the Constitution as “preserving a national market for competition undisturbed by preferential advantages conferred by a State upon its residents or resident competitors”).

\textsuperscript{64} See Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 458 (1991) (“This federalist structure of joint
access and to persuade. They also mean more positions in government that are open for a range of people to serve in so that they can shape policy.

But this pluralism can also be a negative force rather than a positive one. A single level of government can encourage diverse forces to work together by providing a focal point for them to try to influence. They have no insurance policy in government—everyone has to try to persuade that single level of government to do what they want. There is only voice, and not exit. With a federal system, empowering a broader range of political communities pulls them farther apart rather than closer together. Without the need to interact, and to compromise, divergent political forces can become even more strongly opposed political forces.

The same is true for the separation of powers. There are multiple goals that the separation of powers tries to achieve. The separation of powers can protect liberty by increasing the costs of taking governmental action. The primary threat to freedom, in this account, is an overbearing federal government. Making it harder for the federal government to act reduces the chances that it will act too often or too boldly. Because at least two (and realistically three) branches of government usually have to concur with major federal actions, it is more difficult to take these actions.

sovereigns . . . assures a decentralized government that will be more sensitive to the diverse needs of a heterogeneous society; it increases opportunity for citizen involvement in democratic processes.”).

See, e.g., Gerken, supra note 39, at 21–24 (discussing local institutions as places of decentralized authority with outsized influence).

See id. at 43.

See, e.g., Bulman-Pozen, supra note 17, at 434–35 (considering multistate opposition to a federal policy).


See Bruce Ackerman, The New Separation of Powers, 113 HARV. L. REV. 633, 671 (2000) (“Time and again, federalism has proved to be a potent force for separationism throughout the world. The dynamic seems to recur whenever a group of smallish governments join together to form a federal union . . . . As far as the leaders of these states are concerned, they are the very creators of the new union.”).


See Huq & Michaels, supra note 70, at 382–83.


See Immigr. & Naturalization Serv. v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919, 944 (1983) (“Convenience and efficiency are not the primary objectives—or the hallmarks—of democratic government . . . .”)

See Bond v. United States, 564 U.S. 211, 222 (2011) (noting how this dynamic “protect[s] each branch of government from incursion by the others” and also serves to “protect the individual as well”—all from an overbearing government); Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714, 722 (1986) (stating that the separation of powers was meant to protect “liberty”).
These same transaction costs can generate the risk of an underwhelming federal government that fails to protect liberty enough rather than protect it too much. Decisive federal action is often needed to make things better in the world—say, for instance, to fight a global pandemic. How can it be said that liberty is protected when one cannot safely go outside their house because of a federal failure to act? But decisive federal action is hard to obtain because there are so many individuals and institutions that must consent before action can be taken. This has often destroyed constitutions that feature the separation of powers.

Democratic accountability is also a virtue mentioned as associated with the separation of powers. Defining different powers and distributing them to different branches is a means of shining a light on federal action. If one does not like the initiation of a war, blame Congress. If one does not like how the war is being fought, blame the President. The two political branches are elected in three different ways (House, Senate, President) and on three different timetables, increasing even more the potential for democratic accountability.

In reality, though, the complexity of the separation of powers can also obscure more than it can clarify. So many institutions taking so many actions are hard to follow. It is hard to separate out who did what, and therefore who should be praised for triumphs and punished for failures. In a parliamentary system, the single party that controls the government can be blamed for a bad economy or a bad pandemic. In a system with separated powers, who is to blame?

---

76 See, e.g., Huq & Michaels, supra note 70, at 385.
77 See Sartori, supra note 47, at 106–08.
78 See Huq & Michaels, supra note 70, at 385 (“The separation of powers is thought to promote one quite specific form of ex post democratic accountability by preserving clear lines of responsibility for distinct policy decisions. The clarity of responsibility enabled by crisp institutional separation facilitates voters’ retrospective assignment of liability at the ballot box.”).
79 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 8 (“The Congress shall have Power . . . [t]o declare War . . . .”).
80 See id. art. II, § 2 (“The President shall be the Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy . . . .”).
82 See generally Jacob E. Gersen, Unbundled Powers, 96 Va. L. Rev. 301, 309–19 (2010) (discussing the literature regarding the failures of elections to hold institutions accountable for their particular actions).
85 See Powell, supra note 83, at 57–58.
In the shorter term, using these structural principles to activate their negative features is very difficult to reverse. The diffusion of powers in the American system makes it incredibly costly to change the actions of the federal government. There is the procedural cost of overcoming the barriers to action across the branches (Bicameralism and Presentment) or within a branch (administrative law for the executive branch). There is also the political cost that “[n]ew policies create a new politics.” Once a state is empowered, or a part of the federal government is empowered, it is difficult to remove its power.

In the longer term, destructive invocation of these structural principles effectively and unilaterally appropriate these principles. The invocation of these principles is likely to be highly salient, and therefore known to those within the political party invoking these principles—and known to those in the other political party. The wider public will also become vaguely aware of where the two political parties stand, and what the issue that is dividing them is about. Because these efforts will seem in bad faith—not really about federalism, for instance, but about destroying government—these efforts will be very provocative, triggering heated and partisan reactions. The result is that one party will own that principle and the other party will have a hard time ever using it.

II. DESTRUCTIVE FEDERAL DECENTRALIZATION

Locating federal officials outside of Washington has been an idea and a practice for several hundred years, but it has only started to enter the scholarly discussion in the past few years. This Part briefly identifies the competing ambitions of federal decentralization. Federal decentralization is no different than the twin pillars usually defining structural constitutional law in its constructive and destructive potential. Every one of the constructive elements of federal decentralization has a matching destructive element of federal decentralization. Enlisting federal decentralization for destructive goals is particularly costly to reverse.

86 See infra notes 87–89 and accompanying text.
89 See Ackerman, supra note 69, at 650–51 (discussing the entrenchment of policy decisions once power has been granted).
90 See sources cited supra note 17 and accompanying text.
91 See, e.g., Fontana, supra note 1, at 785–87 (explaining that relocating for beneficial expert relationships can harm beneficial government relationships).
A. Forms of Federal Decentralization

First, federal decentralization can increase the expertise that the federal government can bring to resolve complicated policy issues by increasing the number of labor markets that staff the federal government. The federal government employs roughly two million full-time officials performing a range of official tasks. Metropolitan areas tend to have labor supplies that specialize in particular tasks. New York City has been dominated by the finance industry, and Detroit by the automobile industry. A federal government trying to regulate finance and stimulate automobile production benefits from employing some of the labor force in different metropolitan areas, all while that labor force is still benefiting from its presence in that industry in those metropolitan areas. For instance, regional banks of the Federal Reserve featuring officials with regional experience have been more attuned to local economies and therefore more effective in regulating them.

While diversifying labor markets can bring more diverse skills to a range of federal tasks, it can also undermine government-specific expertise because of the presence of other forms of skill diversity. Federal officials across the branches and levels of government perform better when they have many relationships within the federal government and much experience with and in the federal government.

95 See James Orr & Giorgio Topa, Challenges Facing the New York Metropolitan Area Economy, 12 Current Issues Econ. & Fin. 1, 5–6 (2006).
97 Cf. Gerken, supra note 39, at 39 (discussing state and local officials as “insiders to the system . . . [that] can set policy rather than merely complain about it”).
98 See Binder & Spindel, supra note 14, at 1–2 (discussing the regional design of the Federal Reserve). See generally Gary Richardson & William Troost, Monetary Intervention Mitigated Banking Panics During the Great Depression: Quasi-Experimental Evidence from a Federal Reserve District Border, 1929–1933, 117 J. Pol. Econ. 1031 (2009) (providing a specific example of the better outcomes generated by the better knowledge of the southern economy by southern officials at the regional bank in Atlanta).
99 Fontana, supra note 1, at 786–87.
Federal centralization encourages expertise in the federal government. When federal positions are centralized in Washington, the market depth in those positions encourages ambitious people to specialize in matters related to the federal government. These people know that their institution-specific investments in learning about the federal government are more likely to be rewarded in the future—without major disruption to their lives—because there are so many employment opportunities in Washington for those with expertise in the federal government. The more federal positions outside of Washington, the greater the risk that any investment in expertise in the federal government will be pointless. Federal decentralization, in other words, prioritizes subject-matter expertise at the expense of federal governmental expertise.

Second of all, federal decentralization can also increase the independence of officials by locating them outside of Washington. It is difficult for institutions to be separated from one another if they are across the street from another. Because different places have different types of individuals working there, locating institutions in different places will tend to attract different types of people to work for them in the first place. Political actors are influenced by those they are closest with, and even in this century people are closest with those they live closest to at any time.

Institutions that are co-located will therefore influence one another, and be influenced by the same forces, undermining their independence. When the capital was relocated to Washington, the legislative and executive branches were purposefully placed far away from each other on Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. The West German system that was designed after World War II to avoid another excessive concentration of powers purposefully placed the executive and legislative branches in a separate location from the Federal Constitutional Court.

---

101 Fontana, supra note 1, at 786–87.
103 See id. (noting that deep labor markets provide insurance against disruption by providing ample alternative employment).
105 Fontana, supra note 1, at 784–85, 787–88.
106 See generally Jae Hong Kim, Residential and Job Mobility: Interregional Variation and Their Interplay in U.S. Metropolitan Areas, 51 URB. STUD. 2863 (2014).
109 See BORDEWICH, supra note 13, at 225.
However, federal decentralization can also facilitate independence translating into irrelevance. Both outcomes are generated by the same underlying mechanisms. The kinds of people that staff a part of the federal government far from the capital are more likely to be those with lesser experience in and with the federal government. They are more likely to be local elites with knowledge about and experience with local matters. Being isolated from those in power means they receive less information from and about them and have less capacity to influence them. Distance can hamper persuasion, and proximity can facilitate it.

Consider, for instance, the difficulties of the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) during the coronavirus pandemic. The CDC is headquartered in Atlanta, and so is staffed with scientists unfamiliar with the federal government in Washington—contrary to the scientists located in departments in Washington like the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). Officials in Washington that have known each other for decades and were meeting (either in person or remotely) to plan the response to the pandemic were leaving out strangers located far away in Atlanta.

Or consider the aftermath of the Supreme Court’s decision in *Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer*, in which the Court ordered President Harry Truman to return the steel mills that he seized to help him fight the Korean War. Justice Hugo Black invited the other Justices and President Truman to his house in Northern Virginia to ensure that they could find common ground moving forward and to ensure that the President would continue to comply with Court decisions.

---

111. See Blank & Rosen-Zvi, supra note 17, at 1961.
113. See, e.g., Meric S. Gertler, *Tacit Knowledge and the Economic Geography of Context, or the Undefinable Tacitness of Being (There)*, 3 J. Econ. Geography 75, 84 (2003) (identifying “language[,] common ‘codes’ of communication[,] shared conventions[,]” and “trust” as hard to transmit across distance and generating distrust across distance).
116. See *Our History—Our Story*, supra note 16.
Irrelevance can also be facilitated because of the greater transaction costs generated by working across greater distances. Interactions in person are more efficient because of the extent to which individuals rely on informal cues that do not work on a computer screen. Federal officials have a harder time working as efficiently with those inside of Washington because of the distance. If Washington still has the plurality of the most important federal officials, then, they could simply ignore those outside of Washington out of frustration—even if their intentions are benign.

Third of all, federal decentralization has democratic virtues. By placing more federal officials near more different kinds of people, the federal government would hear from and include more different kinds of people. It lowers the costs for a broader range of people to be in power or to be close to power—figuratively and literally. Playing an important role in the federal government would no longer require enduring the direct and opportunity costs of relocating to Washington. An individual with generations of family in Maine can stay in Maine and still access important officials in the federal government. An individual with generations of family in Oklahoma can stay in Oklahoma and still access important officials in the federal government.

Proximity to power for more people also means they can influence power more easily. Federal officials are no longer strangers across the country, but instead neighbors across the street. It is no surprise, then, that empirical studies have found that federal officials already outside of Washington are not part of the same influence networks as those in Washington.

The flip side of all of this can be true: federal decentralization can undermine democracy because of the greater access it facilitates. Decentralizing federal power reduces the monopolistic access that those more likely to have a public mindset have over federal positions. People move to metropolitan areas in particular because of the types of industries and identities that are most salient in that metropolitan area. Having a singular capital that stands above all other places as the location for power means that people move to Washington with a strong desire to make a career in and around the federal government. The Founders wanted “[c]ontinental [c]haracters” to serve in federal office. Making federal officeholders relocate to a city dedicated
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to public service helps to attract those dedicated to serving the public far from and apart from local loyalties. 128 Decades spent in different parts of the federal government and around different parts of the federal government generate different loyalties. 129 For instance, federal judges with prior experience in the executive branch in Washington vote differently than federal judges who have not served in the executive branch in Washington. 130

B. Costs of Destructive Decentralization

In the shorter term, employing the destructive features of federal decentralization is problematic because federal decentralization is costly to reverse. Restoring the status quo of the official that was moved from Washington to their status as an effective official in Washington is exceedingly difficult. 131 Scholars have studied other attempts to ensure that loyal federal officials remain in power for long periods of time, and disloyal federal officials remain out of power for long periods of time. 132 Destructive federal decentralization can do precisely the same things—banishing officials one does not like and making their normal return difficult to accomplish.

Other forms of destructive structural efforts require overcoming the normal transaction costs that are present in taking federal action. If destructive federalism has resulted in too much power residing in state governments—or destructive separation of powers has resulted in too much power residing in one branch of the federal government—there are means to reverse these actions, but all are costly. 133 The federal government can enact a statute, thereby having to overcome many veto gates in both houses of Congress and obtaining a presidential signature. 134 That does not
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133 See, e.g., Fontana, supra note 1, at 786–89.
happen very often. The executive branch could generate a federal regulation, but administrative law places procedural barriers in the way of that transpiring easily. Or different federal officials at the highest levels with different priorities could be nominated and confirmed, but that is increasingly difficult as well.

Undoing acts of destructive federal decentralization requires overcoming those normal transaction costs, but also requires individual people to quickly uproot their personal and professional existence. Less than one percent of Americans move across state lines every year. The difficulty of leaving behind a personal and professional network and starting a brand new one poses challenges even for those in relatively well-paying and high-status positions. Federal officials are often much desired by the private sector. They can accept a private-sector position in the place where they were relocated without having to return to Washington.

If a federal position is moved from Washington to someplace outside of Washington, and that action is to be undone, that official then has to be recalled to Washington. Relocation back to Washington requires abandoning the personal and professional relationships that were built in and tied to the new location. If the official does relocate back to Washington because their move out of Washington was deemed a
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mistake, it also means that their presence in Washington was deemed valuable. Yet all of the time they were away from Washington, their Washington-based skills were degrading because they were not in Washington.\textsuperscript{142} Their relationships with important actors in the federal government have withered, as has their knowledge about important actions in the federal government.\textsuperscript{143} They are back in Washington, in other words, but not back at full capacity.

If the federal official refused to relocate from Washington in the first place, that means the actors responsible for the destructive federal decentralization were able to hire their preferred person for the job. They selected the location where the federal official would be sent, so they picked the labor market that would be supplying potential federal officials. Do they prefer the pool of people that Mesa, Arizona has to offer, or that San Francisco has to offer?\textsuperscript{144} Then they are able to pick the particular official from that labor supply. If it is determined that the official should be returned to Washington, it will be very difficult to remove them from office and reinstate the official who refused to move from Washington.\textsuperscript{145}

The risks of constitutional misappropriation posed by destructive federal decentralization are also substantial. Federalism is already strongly identified with conservatives, since at least the mid-1960s, because of the role that federalism played in resisting the Civil Rights Movement.\textsuperscript{146} The famous political scientist William H. Riker even remarked in 1964 that “if . . . one disapproves of racism, one should disapprove of federalism.”\textsuperscript{147} Yet there is no necessary reason why moving power out of Washington has to be a conservative tool rather than also a progressive one. Empowering Albany and Sacramento—or New York City and San Francisco—relative to Washington can be a profoundly progressive tool.

Once controlled by the Republican Party,\textsuperscript{148} federal decentralization suffers from the same pathologies presented by so many other issues in our polarized politics.

\textsuperscript{142} Cf. Daniel B. Rodriguez & David Schleicher, \textit{The Location Market}, 19 GEO. MASON L. REV. 637, 651 (2012) (“A lobbyist talking to another lobbyist about congressional procedure is producing information spillovers that will improve the listener’s productivity at work.”).
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Republicans using federal decentralization can see no wrong in it, and Democrats can see no right in it. The conversation about its best and worst uses becomes more political rather than principled.

III. DESTRUCTIVE FEDERAL DECENTRALIZATION IN THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION


That serious conversation never involved the Trump campaign, which instead called for “draining the swamp.”\footnote{See Kenneth P. Vogel & Eric Lipton, Recording Shows that the Swamp Has Not Been Drained, N.Y. TIMES (July 6, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/26/us/politics/trump-recording-donors.html [https://perma.cc/76ZK-NLUB] (“It became such a central slogan of Donald J. Trump’s 2016 campaign that at rallies his supporters would chant the three words representing his pledge to take on big donors and special interests: ‘Drain the swamp.’”).} After the Trump administration came into office, the ambition of its officials and its supporters to use federal decentralization to destroy rather than to create became clearer.\footnote{See, e.g., Guarino, supra note 149.} Mick Mulvaney, the acting White House Chief of Staff, praised one effort to move federal officials as an effort to drain
the swamp by targeting people in the “liberal haven of Washington, D.C.” who did not care for “the real part of the country.”

A. Statutory

The various efforts led by President Trump’s supporters in the House of Representatives suggested this was an example of destructive federal decentralization. Republican members of the House of Representatives introduced the “Drain the Swamp Act of 2017.” It would have required “the head of each executive agency” to relocate “outside of the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area” within six years. In six years, “no more than 10 percent of the employees of the agency [should be] based in the Washington metropolitan area.”

From the perspective of constructing (rather than destroying) expertise, the statute did far too much to far too many people. It would have substantially undermined the governmental expertise that existing officials have by requiring the relocations of hundreds of thousands of them, including the most important executive branch officials. It also gave no clear indications that it would have replaced that expertise or supplement it with issue-based expertise.

There are many officials within the executive branch who should remain in Washington. These officials have expertise related to their social networks in Washington. Their relationships in Washington provide them with information
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about policies enacted or being considered and the politics related to these policies. If these officials are relocated outside of Washington, these networks will wither away, as will the quality of information they receive from the networks.

The proposed statute, though, would have mandated the relocation of precisely those officials whose greatest comparative advantage is their Washington expertise. It mandated that “the head of each executive agency” be out of Washington within six years. That even meant all of those who directed an “[e]xecutive agency,” except for the President. Cabinet secretaries—like other high-level political appointees—usually have expertise related to how Washington operates rather than how a particular policy issue should be handled. The Secretary of State does not spend hours each day reading academic papers or country reports. The Secretary knows the range of private actors and officials in the federal government that need to be united in order to take meaningful foreign policy action. Whether it would have been Hillary Clinton or Mike Pompeo, relocating them from Washington would have meant that the network necessary to take action dissipates eventually to the point of disappearance.

More than ten percent of the officials in the executive branch have an expertise derived from their work in Washington. Many of these officials are the thousands of other political appointees that each President places in important positions in his administration. But others also occupy positions that rely on Washington knowledge. For instance, there are thousands working as civil servants in the Office of Legislative Affairs of their executive agency or department and navigating the complicated appropriations process on Capitol Hill.
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For both the heads of important parts of the executive branch and the many who work beneath them, the statute also has no sense of where to relocate these officials in order to help them work with more technical sophistication. It only mentions the goal to “maximize any potential cost savings associated with the relocation.”173 If the goal is to maximize cost savings, then federal officials could be placed in locations without the labor supply to handle complicated governmental tasks. There are other metropolitan areas that have a deep bench of federal officials with governmental expertise, not just (or not even) issue expertise.174 For instance, relocating the Secretary of Defense to Virginia Beach—a notable military town—would surround the Secretary with thousands of others who have some knowledge of the federal government.175

Because of this, it is hard to evaluate the Drain the Swamp Act as anything other than an attempt to destroy existing federal officials. Requiring that hundreds of thousands of federal officials be forced to leave Washington within six years or lose their positions would result in thousands (or hundreds of thousands) of departures from the federal government.176 Those with the most experience in the federal government—including those who would be heads of agencies or departments—will have the deepest personal and professional connections in Washington and therefore be the least likely to leave it.

B. Regulatory

While this statute never had a serious chance of being enacted, there were efforts within the executive branch that were actually implemented. The Trump administration relocated many officials from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in Washington to Grand Junction, Colorado.177 BLM employs “10,000 [officials]—97 percent of whom are located in the western United States—[and] manage[s] a portfolio of public lands and resources encompassing more than 245 million surface acres, primarily located in 12 western states.”178
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BLM was an unusual target for decentralization. While roughly 85% of all federal officials are located outside of Washington,179 97% of BLM offices are located outside of Washington.180 Some of the best information we have about the BLM relocation suggests that 311 career BLM officials were relocated outside of Washington and sixty remained in Washington.181 This means that less than 1% of BLM officials remain in Washington.182

Of these 311 relocated outside of Washington, fifty-nine were deprived of their abilities to perform significant functions like they did in Washington.183 That means 252 of them would still be performing significant duties akin to those that they were in Washington.184 Of those 252 still performing significant responsibilities, thirty-nine would be in Grand Junction, while 213 would be in other state and field offices.185 Functionally, this means that Washington remains as one of many headquarters, rather than Grand Junction replacing Washington as the only one.

There are potentially statutory186 and/or constitutional difficulties187 with placing the “headquarters” of higher-ranking offices outside of Washington. BLM is located within the Department of the Interior.188 It is therefore unlikely to be considered to have its own headquarters in the way that phrase has usually been understood, thereby mitigating these constitutional and statutory concerns.189
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BLM leaders placed in charge by the Trump administration identified only sixty officials in all of BLM who benefitted substantially from being in Washington. There are certainly more officials than that benefitting from learning what other agencies and departments are doing related to public lands, learning what is politically possible to do from those on Capitol Hill and in the White House, learning what is desirable from think tanks, and learning about the private sector effects of this from lobbyists. It is worth noting that over two billion dollars were spent lobbying in some areas of environmental law between 2000 and 2016, most of it presumably spent in Washington.

The means by which Washington officials were relocated suggest that the goal was not to mix their Washington expertise with subject-matter expertise, but simply to remove them from BLM altogether. BLM officials were given thirty days to decide whether to accept or reject their reassignment. Unless they accepted the reassignment, they would be terminated. Deciding whether to relocate one’s entire personal and professional lives—particularly when those lives usually involve decades in Washington—takes more than thirty days. At first, in return for agreeing to relocate, officials were promised 25% of their base salaries and free temporary housing, but those offers were subsequently rescinded. The result was that 87% of the affected individuals in BLM opted to resign or retire than relocate outside of Washington.

The cost of minimizing the influence of these officials is not matched by any of the benefits that federal decentralization can provide. There are major metropolitan areas in the Western United States that have public and private sectors with expertise noting that the head of BLM is confirmed by the Senate, suggesting they are a “principal officer.” See U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2. There is an open constitutional question whether that is probative of BLM’s status for location purposes.
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in public lands management, but Grand Junction does not appear to be one of them. \(^{197}\) BLM was also already a part of the federal government with uniquely broad and deep ties to communities outside of Washington. \(^{198}\) It did not just have offices outside of Washington, but twelve state offices, thirty-eight district offices, and 127 field offices. \(^{199}\) Because only 3\% of its officials were in Washington, \(^{200}\) it did not have a substantial presence in Washington at the top to ignore or overrule those located outside of Washington.

A second effort at decentralization that was destructive was the relocation of two different offices from the Department of Agriculture. \(^{201}\) The Trump administration decided to relocate the Economic Research Service office (ERS) and the National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) within the Department of Agriculture to the Kansas City metropolitan area. \(^ {202}\)

Like the BLM relocation, these efforts seemed to be targeted at eliminating existing staff, rather than improving their performance or supplementing their performance with a different type of environment. On June 13, 2019, officials in ERS were told they had less than three months not only to agree to move to Kansas City, but to actually move there—or else these officials would lose their jobs. \(^ {203}\) As one official put it, that meant she had “about two-and-a-half months to pull up [her] roots, get [her] spouse a job, get [her] kids in school.” \(^ {204}\) While that deadline was eventually slightly extended, \(^ {205}\) it did not matter. Only sixteen of the 181 officials that were told to relocate stayed with ERS. \(^ {206}\)

These officials seemed particularly suited for Washington work. These offices featured highly educated officials with substantial amounts of technical expertise in analyzing the policy effects of different federal actions. \(^ {207}\) That is a clear specialty of
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the labor market in Washington. Kansas City has no clear specialty in that domain that would make it a superior place in which to recruit and retain talented workers.

These relocations provide no clear benefit from the perspective of democratic access. Instead of multiple new locations—like the BLM decentralization achieved—there is now just one metropolitan area (again) that has all of these officials. And rather than improving the independence of these offices, the decentralizations had the opposite effect. One organization labeled these efforts a “back-door” attempt to eliminate these staff because of their disagreement with the Trump administration on many issues.

C. Effects

In the shorter term, BLM, ERS, and NIFA will be substantially affected. Officials in those offices with decades of knowledge about how the federal government operates and how those offices operate within the federal government no longer work there. If a later presidential administration were to move these offices back to Washington, they would either have to terminate the new officials hired in Colorado and Missouri or secure funding to hire hundreds more officials so they could hire these old officials back. All of this is assuming, of course, that these officials want to return.

Over the medium- to longer-term, these efforts by the Trump administration unilaterally appropriated federal centralization by conservatives—or at least President Trump’s vision of conservatism. People inevitably evaluate messages by the messengers telling them about those messages. There is no preexisting, broadly and strongly developed sense among the public of federal decentralization. It is not a principle like judicial supremacy, which is featured in high school textbooks.

Draining the swamp was a highly salient message communicated by the President
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of the United States, affiliating a relatively unknown principle like federal decentralization with a relatively widely known figure like Trump.\textsuperscript{216}

Placing federal officials outside of Washington has a long and distinguished history across both parties.\textsuperscript{217} The principle has been used by significant figures in the Democratic Party in earlier periods of history.\textsuperscript{218} Democratic President Franklin Delano Roosevelt relocated 10,000 federal officials outside of Washington to other cities.\textsuperscript{219} A Democratic President that wants a Department of Labor more sympathetic to organized labor might find the active labor community of Los Angeles a more sympathetic home for a progressive labor agenda than Washington.\textsuperscript{220} New York has been a leader in regulating climate change, so maybe Albany or New York City would be a sympathetic home for an Environmental Protection Agency to combat climate change in a Democratic administration.\textsuperscript{221}

However, because federal decentralization is now so strongly associated with the Trump administration, it increases the difficulties for a Democratic President to pursue it. It is common for administrations to make constitutional arguments that were opposed by their party—or themselves—in the previous administration.\textsuperscript{222} It is just harder to do so if the previous President made provocative and public arguments utilizing this principle. The Obama administration moved significant operations from the Department of Defense to Silicon Valley.\textsuperscript{223} If the next Democratic administration tries to do something like that, will opponents of such actions parody them by saying they are trying to drain the swamp?

The Trump administration’s efforts at federal decentralization not only unilaterally appropriated the idea, but also delegitimized it because of its crazed invocations of it. The rhetoric of “Drain the Swamp” is the provocative frame by which people were first informed of the idea.\textsuperscript{224} The idea of relocating ninety percent of federal
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officials within six years is the provocative examples of what it would look like in practice. The very nature of this principle, then, is thought to be “off the wall” because of the context in which people come to learn of the principle.

The assumption that the Trump administration was engaged in destructive federal decentralization elicited a strongly partisan reaction by Democrats in Congress. Representatives Ro Khanna (D-CA) and Tim Ryan (D-OH) had earlier in the administration indicated support for placing more important federal officials outside of Washington. Once the Trump administration and its supporters started to act, a very different Democratic Party response was generated. During hearings in the House on the Drain the Swamp Act, Representative Gerald Connolly (D-VA) made the unreasonable claim that the primary reason to decentralize federal officials was to move them closer to cows.

CONCLUSION

Even old constitutional ideas can have new meanings when new political figures leverage these ideas for their own purposes. Federalism has been publicly affiliated with the Republican Party for more than half a century, but federal decentralization has been affiliated with neither party for even longer. It was a principle crucial to understanding the Constitution, but little discussed by those leading the country. That has all changed because of what has happened with three relatively obscure offices within the executive branch. BLM, ERS, and NIFA are not acronyms that
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have featured in constitutional conversations, but now they will be. The Trump administration will be known for using the offices with these acronyms to decentralize federal officials outside of Washington, and for owning federal decentralization as a result. And our government—and our constitutional principles—are the worse for it.
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